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the late forenoon of May 7, 1915, that I jumped from the
train in the little village, which, at that moment was a foun-
tainhead of grief.
II
It was the supreme assignment for the newspaper reporter
who found himself in Queensfown that May morning. Groups
of survivors had already been brought ashore, their minds
filled with the horror of a great foundering liner, and worse
still, gnawing doubt as to the fate of friends and relatives
still missing.
A few bodies had found a temporary bier on the dirt floor
of an old stone building on the water-front. It was Saturday.
Eight hundred newspapers depending upon the United Press
thousands of miles away were leaning on me and me alone
to give them the details of this appalling tragedy. On Saturday
newspapers seek to get their news in early in preparation for
the Sunday editions. What a load!
The most natural thing to do first was to visit the tempo-
rary morgue and scan the faces of the dead. Here were thirty
bodies, men, women, and children. Vanderbilt, Hubbard,
Frohman, and others of prominence were not among them,
I began to talk to the half-crazed survivors. Many of these had
been people of breeding and dignity a brief time before. Now
all were objects of charity, wearing such apparel as the kindly
residents of Queenstown had been able to furnish them. Some
were clothed scantily under a single outer garment. Others
were still in the wrinkled sea-soaked garb of the steamer deck.
Millionaires and ship-hands mingled together, all shaken, all
babbling of their tragic adventure to any one who would
listen. There was a group huddled in the small office of the
Cunard Line on the quayside. Others were wandering along
the narrow street of the water-front, searching vainly for

